
You Get the Political Circus You Voted On

Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, children of all ages, and all the rest of you, too!
Welcome to the Big Top. Yes, that’s right: the Impeachment Circus, with its dancing
elephants and prancing donkeys, is coming to town.

It has been announced amid much fanfare. The flyers have been tacked to telephone poles
all over America and I think I hear the parade of animals coming up the street. Grab your
manure shovels from the tool shed and be ready to start scooping.

If only it were this exciting or momentous. I’m already bored with it and it hasn’t even
started. It has become a tedious political ritual.

These days the show promises to kick off once per administration or so, but it usually gets
canceled for lack of interest. This time it seems it will actually happen.

It would save a lot of time and strife if impeachment proceedings were automatically begun
upon each new president’s oath-of-office. This way the opposition party could skip the
saber-rattling theatrics and just get on with collecting the president’s offenses as they find
(or imagine) them.

Or they could if the theatrics weren’t the whole point. They are performing tricks for their
voters. It’s a shame it still works.

Every president does something — and usually many things — the political opposition feels
deserve impeachment. So they keep testing the waters, trying to gauge how much support
for impeachment they could get from the rest of the congressvermin in their own party and
from their supporters in the population.

Unfortunately, before they get so caught up in impeachment fever, they normally manage
to pass some new legislation. I’m firmly against this development. Seeing as how there are
only two kinds of legislation — the unnecessary and the harmful — I would rather they
spend their time trying to politically crucify the president they hate. It’s a much less
harmful way to earn political points. Better to sacrifice every president than the people’s
lives, liberty, and property.

Since it’s a political circus, I’m inclined to say “Not my circus; not my monkeys;” but I know
a lot of people are very attached to this circus and to its monkeys — or elephants and
donkeys as the case may be — claiming them as their own.

I hope you enjoy the show. As long as you keep buying tickets — by casting votes — you’ll
keep getting the government you deserve. It’s what you voted for no matter who you voted
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for.


